Hinge between the International Study Group on Diabetes in Children and Adolescents (ISGD) and the International Society for Pediatric and Adolescent Diabetes (ISPAD)

XIXth Annual Meeting in Greece (1993)
XXth Annual Meeting in Japan (1994)
International Study Group on Diabetes in Children and Adolescents (ISGD*)

XIXth annual meeting, September 2-6, 1993
Aegean Sea, Greece

The Chairman of Organizing Committee was Christos Bartsocas (Athens)

*During this meeting, ISGD became ISPAD
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With 500 members in 1993, ISGD became the “International Society for Pediatric and Adolescent Diabetes” (ISPAD)

“Society” is likely to attract more attention...
On September 4, 1993, on the island of Kos, the members of the International Study Group of Diabetes in Children and Adolescents (ISGD), assembled at our 19th annual international scientific meeting and in the process of transforming ISGD into the International Society of Pediatric and Adolescent Diabetes (ISPAD), renew their Hippocratic Oath by proclaiming their commitment to implement the St Vincent Declaration to promote optimal health, social welfare, and quality of life for all children and adolescents with diabetes around the world by the year 2000 (Weber B, Brink S. Pediatrics 1994; 94: A26)
The participants (members, guests, family) on island of Kos and the 3 “L”: Loeb (Brussels), Laron (Israel), Lestradet (France), founders of the International Study Group on Diabetes in Children and Adolescents (ISGD), in Paris in 1974
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Happy cruise of ISGD...

Helmut Loeb (Belgium)
Co-founder of ISGD

Henri Lestrade (France)
Co-founder of ISGD
1st President of ISGD
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Happy cruise of ISGD
Mikonos, Kos, Rodos, Thira...

Paul Czernichow (France) & his wife

Madame Loeb & Harry Dorchy (Belgium)

Bruno Weber (Germany) & his wife

Johnny Ludvigsson (Sweden)
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XXth annual meeting, November 2-6, 1994
Atami, Japan

International Society of Pediatric and Adolescent Diabetes

President: Zvi Laron (Israel) 1993–1996 (1st term)
Secretary General: Stuart Brink 1991–1994 (1st term)
Treasurer: Eugene Schönle (Switzerland) 1993–1996
Advisory Council:
- Martin Silink (Australia) 1991–1994
- Paul Czernichow (France) 1992–1995
- Peter Swift (UK) 1993–1996
Education Committee:
Chairman: Zvi Laron (Israel)
Members:
- Leonardo Pinelli (Italy)
- Bruno Weber (Germany)
- Teruo Kitagawa (Japan)
- Kaichi Kida (Japan)
IDF Correspondent: Allan Drash (USA)
Editor
Diabetes in the Young: Stephen Greene (UK)
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Before Japan, congress in Beijing
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Tiananmen square & Forbidden city

Weber (Germany) & Kida (Japan)

Before Japan, congress in Beijing

Pinelli (Italy) & his wife

Dorchy (Belgium)

Brink (USA)

Traditional Beijing
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Before Japan, congress in Beijing & visit of the Great wall
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The end